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CULTURE
‘One of the things that always struck me about
Hansen Yuncken is the quality of the people.’
— Peter Salveson, CEO
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Previous page: Hansen
Yuncken has many
experienced, long-term
employees, including
SA State Manager Mark
Rosenboom and Senior
Construction Manager
Ross Norton.
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Above: Director Louise
Hansen chats with some
of the team from regional
Victoria on site in
Shepparton.
All photos in this chapter
by Anthony McKee unless
otherwise credited.
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Culture

Over the past century, the construction industry has ridden
a tidal wave of change. Hansen Yuncken has continued to
innovate, adapt and respond to changing conditions and
needs, even as it was at the mercy of fickle economic conditions
at home and abroad. There have been highs and lows, booms
and near-busts, times of enormous challenge and exhilarating
achievement. In all of this the only constant has been change,
but the cultural life of the company has been remarkably steady.
Indeed, the egalitarian, open, inclusive culture of Hansen
Yuncken has been a standout since that chance encounter
of the two founders on a Melbourne footpath 100 years ago.
Today, Hansen Yuncken is one of the largest privately
owned commercial building contractors in Australia, and
many employees recognise the benefits that flow from family
ownership. These include a sense of stability and security,
and a feeling of mutual commitment. The approachability of
the owners, who make themselves readily available to staff and
clients, is highly valued. Once in the company fold, hard work is
expected from everyone, but it is also rewarded. Future leaders
are identified and nourished through formal programs and
informal mentoring. There’s an innate understanding that
a positive company culture comes from a mix of experienced,
long-term employees, who know and care about the business,
and young up-and-comers, who bring energy, enthusiasm and
new ideas.
In 1918, Lauritz Hansen and Otto Yuncken understood that
their future successes relied on the quality of the people in their
employ. Projects could be won or lost on the basis of the people
they recruited, trained and nurtured. Today, the company
continues to focus on its people – to carefully select employees
and then endeavour to offer opportunities for training, further
education and career advancement. The leaders of Hansen
Yuncken know that the future depends on it.

Culture
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A Family Business

‘I think there is a real culture of integrity here. The flat
management structure reflects our personality as a
company. Everyone has the ability and responsibility
to lead in their areas of influence. No-one is better
than anyone else and no-one is inferior either. We are
all judged by our character and our ability to work
hard, work within a team and get the job done. We all
have our responsibilities and we all rely on each other.
Big egos don’t tend to survive here. Sydney Swans
coach Paul Roos said his team had a “no dickheads
policy”. I can’t put it any better or more eloquently
than that. Not that they don’t find their way in from
time to time, but they don’t tend to last very long.’
— Richard Hansen, Director/Victorian State Manager

Right: Shareholder
family members (from
left): David Beslich,
Richard Hansen, Ron
Beslich and Peter
Hansen with Louise
Hansen in front.
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When successful NSW builder LW Giles
partnered with Hansen Yuncken in 1989,
it was clear that the Hansen and the Beslich
families had many common values. Training
and the professional development of staff
were key priorities at both companies, as was
a culture of respect for people and pride in
the work. The Hansens and the Beslichs
understand that in an increasingly tough
industry the best outcomes can only be
achieved with employees who are challenged,
engaged, respected and encouraged to grow
and develop their careers.

‘Hansen Yuncken has an inclusive culture
where employees are made to feel they
are part of the Hansen Yuncken family.
Management has an approachable
leadership style that invites input and
discussion with staff. The multitude of
HY social activities mean that everyone
can interact on more than just a work
level, which helps build up the easy
interaction, a flow of knowledge and
a feeling of belonging to the bigger
picture that is HY.’
— Leeham Bansagi, Senior Estimator
‘Hansen Yuncken’s culture is enriched
by its family values, values that quite
often are forgotten in large corporate
companies. The professionalism and
respect shown to all individuals in the
business is what distinguishes HY
from others. There is a strong sense of
belonging. If you happen to be working
on a project and visit the head office,
you are always welcomed and people
are very interested in what you are
doing and how your project is going.’
— Joseph Sukkar, Project Director

‘The cultures of both organisations were
rooted in people, professionalism and
pride. How do you develop that? It’s a
commitment to training and developing
young people. LW Giles employed at least
six apprentices a year. In the early days,
it was trade apprentices and then there
was a push to graduates or cadets.
In the Giles days, that loyalty was
driven around the apprentices, working
with experienced guys, training and
developing them into roles within the
business. It’s pretty much like a father-son
relationship. The relationship is respectful.
You build fierce loyalty in those situations.
That was the strength and the culture of
LW Giles; subsequently, it was similar at
Hansen Yuncken. It was a slightly different
model – larger projects, more people, but
just as much passion and pride.’
— David Beslich, Executive Director/Chairman

‘I think we’re a bit different from other building
companies, because of our culture. It’s the
sense of ownership that people feel when they
work at Hansen Yuncken. Many employees stay
at HY for long periods of time. They enjoy the
family culture. They know they’re significant,
important cogs in the organisation. They are
highly valued. They feel like it’s their company.
And that’s a very powerful feeling.’
— Louise Hansen, Director/Business Development Manager
Culture
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Taking the Long View
Private ownership also comes with more
tangible benefits. Short-term profitability
and immediate outcomes are not the sole
focus. It’s also about investing in projects,
people and systems that will bring long-term
benefits. It’s about making wise investments,
taking calculated risks and making tradeoffs. It’s about keeping the company nimble
and light-footed so it is able to respond to
changing conditions quickly and efficiently.
Of course, working to achieve a good return
is imperative to the company’s survival and
continued success, but there is always an eye
to the future, an expectation that a modern,
constantly evolving version of Hansen
Yuncken will still be here in 50 years.

‘For any number of clients, there’s instant
recognition of the name and the brand,
and the association with construction in
Australia for a hell of a long time. It’s an
advantage to a client to have access to
the top level. If you want to, you can pick
up a phone and talk to Richard Hansen or
Peter Hansen just like that. You’re not going
through three different people and being
put on hold. They’re very approachable.’
— Jason Cox, Hume Regional Manager
‘It’s a damned decent board that supports
the Tasmanian State Manager when a
project like MONA comes up.
 
“Hey guys, I’ve got this great building
I want to build.”
“Who’s the client?”
“Well, it’s a private individual.”
“Well, what does he do?”
 
“He’s a … speculative investor.”
And this is for a $60 million contract for
a complex project. It was incredibly brave
of the board to provide their support for
MONA. There wasn’t a deal to be done
with the bank on the side providing
comfort by way of a tripartite agreement.
The board placed a great deal of trust
in us and that’s fantastic – this clearly
demonstrates that we are a construction
company that’s prepared to take on
challenging building projects.’
— Bruce Maher, Tasmanian State Manager

‘There’s real value in having one of the
shareholders walk into the room with
you and look the client in the eye and
say, “We will get this sorted for you”.
You can’t do that in a public company.
You can’t overstate the value of your client
being able to talk to an owner who can
make a commitment. The person on the
other end of the table goes, “Yeah, okay,
that actually means something”. Chief
executives come and go, state managers
come and go, but shareholders in a
100-year-old organisation like Hansen
Yuncken approach things from a very
different perspective.
I’ve spent a little bit of time with the
shareholders since I joined. Ron Beslich
is pretty straight down the line. He knows
what he wants and ultimately that is for
people to have fun and for the company
to be profitable. He’s a pretty clear sort
of a guy. My approach has been to secure
projects that have good revenue and good
margins in them. Then, if you see a project
come along that is a little bit different and
worth going after, you have the capability
to do it. But you can’t surround yourself
with cool sexy projects all the time
because invariably they’re the ones
that also carry more risk.’
— Nick Luzar, NSW & ACT State Manager

Far left: Peter Hansen,
has always prioritised
site visits, whether it’s
in regional Victoria or
on a remote island in
Far North Queensland.
Left: Nick Luzar says
having access to the
shareholders is
invaluable.
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Opposite: Business
Development Manager
Michael Wilkinson and
CEO Peter Salveson in
conversation at a
company workshop.
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Open Access
Above: Site visit
at UniSA’s Health
Innovation Building,
Adelaide. From left:
Operations Manager
Tony Swan, Director
Richard Hansen,
SA State Manager
Mark Rosenboom,
Director Louise Hansen,
Senior Construction
Manager Ross Norton
and Director Peter
Hansen.
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Unlike hierarchical companies with layers
‘Even in the early phases of my career,
of middle management, Hansen Yuncken
I could still ring up the CEO and have a
sees the benefits in a flatter structure, one
conversation. That direct communication
that encourages two-way communication and is really, really critical. Clients see that too.
collaboration at all levels. Having easy and
They’ve got much better access to the top
direct access to the decision makers in the
level of management – if they’ve got an
company gives employees and clients
issue, they can talk to the decision makers
confidence that issues or problems can be
much more quickly. It demonstrates that
addressed quickly as they arise. There aren’t
the company is actually run by builders.’
layers of bureaucracy that they need to wade
— Greg Baumann, Queensland State Manager
through. The shareholders and senior
managers are knowledgeable and engaged
about projects, and interested in the day-today work experiences of their employees.

‘When the chairman David Beslich was up in Cairns on
holiday, he decided he’d call past the business and
say hi. So he turned up in this little Nissan Micra hire car.
Now, I’m guessing Dave could have hired whatever car
he wanted to, but it sent a subtle message about what
the business is about. There’s a modesty and integrity
to the business. I like that – it’s a nice feel, it’s good.’
— Greg Baumann, Queensland State Manager

‘HY is an unusual blend – a corporate
company that has the feel of a family-run
company, but in a very professional sense.
I’ve worked for very corporate, privately
owned companies where the owners don’t
run the business, where you don’t have
any contact with the people who have got
any skin in the game. The difference at
Hansen Yuncken is that the family
members are very hands-on, particularly
Richard Hansen, Louise Hansen and David
Beslich. I interact with them regularly,
which is unusual. In other companies,
these people would be removed from
the employees, inaccessible to most.
They attend a lot of corporate events,
but they pop up in all sorts of other places
you wouldn’t necessarily expect them to
spend their time and effort. Their faces
are being seen. They show they care.
They’re part of something, which has
an incredibly positive and encouraging
effect on employees. They see the value
in getting to know their employees on a
personal level and finding out what’s
important in their lives. They're not like
other corporate companies – know your
name, know your number, just talk about
projects, nothing else. It’s much more
than that.’
— Stuart Warnes, National Design Manager

‘When I first started at Hansen Yuncken
in Shepparton, Peter and Neroli Hansen
would jump in their car and travel up
twice a year. They’d come into the office.
They’d drive around and have a look at
the sites, which was great.
The first time I met Peter he talked
about reminiscing with his father about
making the trip up in the Model T-Ford.
When Hansen & Yuncken first started work
for SPC Ardmona in Shepparton, it was
a two-day trip or something. Peter talked
about how wonderful the trip was and this
romantic concept of jumping in the Model
T-Ford and driving up.
Peter and Neroli would be sitting in
the tearoom, which is not a very flash
tearoom. They’d have the Nescafe coffee
out of the can. “Where are you staying,
Peter?” “The cheapest hotel I can find.
We’ve brought our own breakfast.”
This is the man who owns the company.
It was a fantastic down-to-earth approach.
This is what we do. We want to build.
They’re salt-of-the-earth people. From
day one, I think there’s always been that
mutual respect that Peter has had from
all of his staff.’
— Jason Cox, Hume Regional Manager

‘When we were closing the Super Schools
bid in South Australia, I needed another
signature from a corporate officer or
director. The company secretary wasn’t
available; the CEO wasn’t there either.
I was in Adelaide and couldn’t find
anybody. It was well into the afternoon,
and the document had to be signed and
delivered into Melbourne by close of
business that day. So, I rang Peter Hansen.
He was chairman of the board at that
stage, and I said, “Peter, I need a favour.
Can you sign a document and get it
couriered back in?” He said, “No worries
Chris. I’ll just turn around.” I said, “Where
are you?” and he replied, “I’m just halfway
down to the peninsula”. So, Peter came
back to the office for the document.
Then, an hour and a half later, I received
a phone call from Peter. He said, “Chris,
I got it all done. I went back to the office,
got it printed, signed it all and I took it up
into the city myself and delivered it.”
I ask a lot of colleagues, “Where in
the world would you find an operation
where the chairman of the board would
step in with only a moment’s notice and
go as far as personally delivering a
document to help the team?”’
— Chris Pratt, Former National
Development Director

Culture
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Respect for Talent

Traditionally, the construction industry
has a reputation for being tough as nails,
but in the modern business setting, finely
tuned communication skills and strong
collaboration are highly valued. Hansen
Yuncken places great importance on working
together, on communicating directly and
respectfully, and on developing a culture
in which hard work is recognised and
employees flourish.

‘In the past I have worked with some hard,
blunt type of people. In the UK I saw that
1980s-type – shutting doors, banging,
slamming, shouting, gone. One generation
after the other sees that as a means of
being successful. Clients don’t enjoy it,
and next time they see that person,
they’re thinking, “well, here it comes”.
It doesn’t command the client’s respect
at all. It actually distances them from
you. It’s different here at Hansen Yuncken.
They want people to speak intelligently,
reasonably. You don’t have to raise your
voice to get your message across. You
can be firm without shouting. It’s about
engaging and striking a chord. That’s more
powerful than shutting the door and
banging tables for short-term effect.’
— Stuart Warnes, National Design Manager
‘I have found the Hansen Yuncken culture
to be centred on respect, and fair and
reasonable dealings. It is very important
to the business that we treat all people
(employees, contractors and clients)
with a common respectful approach.
This is a great way to deliver projects
and build ongoing relationships.’
— Jason Cox, Hume Regional Manager

‘If you’re the director of a project, you don’t
go on the job and tell people what to do.
You just give them the information and ask
them questions about how they’re going
to go about it. Then, from how they talk
about it, you can tell if they’ve got a grip
on it or not. It’s all about delegation.
As soon as you’re telling someone
what to do, you’re not delegating. If you
want to be successful, you’ve got to be
a good delegator. Lauritz and Otto were
both great delegators. Clarence and
particularly my father Frank were great
delegators. Ron Beslich understands
delegation naturally and he has the same
understanding of how you treat people,
giving them a go. That’s worked well.’
— Peter Hansen, Director/former Chairman
‘The company has continually rewarded
those who have contributed to its
achievements, and I believe that is
one of the secrets of its success. It has
recognised good people. It has recognised
their abilities, given them opportunities
and moved them forward in the company.
If that continues to happen, I think future
success is guaranteed.’
— Ken Ramsey, Chief Financial Officer

‘We learn from but don’t dwell on our mistakes.
We promote a good supportive culture within
our teams. Our senior people are good at
recognising hard work and quality work,
even if it’s just to say “Well done” or “Thanks
for your help”. That makes a difference.’
— Matt Cadle, Operations Manager
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Above: Long-time
employees, Anne
Stratton (left) and
Tanya Newell (right),
have kept the wheels
turning in the Victorian
arm of the business.

‘A couple of years ago we had a
board meeting in Sydney and after
dinner with the directors, we were
in the hotel bar having a drink.
A guy was looking over at us, and
we realised he had worked for our
plant hire business in Clayton in the
early 1990s. This guy had been in a
pretty junior sort of role, but he had
shown a lot of skills and aptitude
and energy, and Dad recognised
that. He said to him at the time,
“Why don’t you run the business?”
It was a surprise and a big challenge,
but he did it, and that got him his
start in management. And here he
is, some 20 years later, running big
businesses. So, he came up to Dad in
front of all of us, shook his hand and
said, “I just want to thank you”. This
guy was thanking him for his whole
career, for giving him his start. It was
pretty powerful. But Dad didn’t take
the credit. He said “It was all you.
I didn’t do anything. You used your
opportunity.” That’s the opportunity
you have – to be able to positively
influence people’s lives and careers
as you go about your job.’
— Richard Hansen, Director/Victorian State Manager

Culture
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The Importance of Trust
A culture of trust is difficult to achieve
and maintain, whether in a sporting team,
a family or a business enterprise. But trust
is essential to any successful, productive
interaction, and building trust is especially
vital in business. It requires strong leaders
who inspire and motivate, and a genuine
mutual exchange of confidence and
commitment. Hansen Yuncken has always
recognised the importance of carefully
selecting its staff and then trusting them to
do their job well. All employees are expected
to work hard and smart, to demonstrate
dedication to their project and team, to
identify opportunities for innovation and
growth. There is an understanding that
people on the ground, those who manage
the projects and have a full grasp of the
detail, are well placed to recognise potential
improvements, and put them into action.
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‘The employees at Hansen Yuncken take
‘The South Western Sydney BER program
great pride in the company’s brand – the
(2009–2011) was, at the time, the largest
way the company is seen by its clients,
project ever undertaken by Hansen
competitors and the general public.
Yuncken. We were one of seven major
Hansen Yuncken senior management
managing contractors rapidly building
is extremely supportive. They give you
school infrastructure across the state.
responsibility and autonomy, which fosters The monumental task required the
ownership. They also support you when
management group to place a lot of faith
the going gets tough.’
in people who were, in some cases, very
— Terry Rogers, Project Administrator
new to the company. Management had to
quickly instil the Hansen Yuncken culture
‘I always feel as though I am making a
in everyone involved in the project – the
difference in my role with HY. We feel
company strategy, its innovative approach,
trusted to do our job and are recognised
the ethical way HY does business. This
for our contributions. You can always see
inspired everyone to be incredibly
the company making a considerable effort
passionate about achieving goals.
to ensure all employees are happy and
The business placed a lot of trust in
comfortable and have everything they
many individuals who were passionate,
need to get the job done. I always feel
driven and goal-oriented – and that showed
supported in my role. I feel as though I am
all the way through. Everyone supported
appreciated and trusted and that is always
each other through thick and thin. We were
a contributor to my productivity. I do feel
working incredible hours, sleeping under
that HY really does put its people first.’
the desk at times. But even when it got
— Naomi Howard, HR Adviser
hard, people continued to back up harder
and harder and bring more effort, diving
‘Great people recognise things in other
on the biggest problems of the day and
people – strengths and also weaknesses.
solving them quickly. So, it wasn’t a rigid
What I found here at Hansen Yuncken
approach to a management structure.
is that people are able to quite quickly
We were able to work as a team incredibly
identify those strengths and differences,
effectively because of the trust placed in
so there’s opportunity for employees in
us, and the way we were allowed to
businesses like this, which is quite
undertake business to get the job done.
different to most. Though the expectation
Hansen Yuncken’s approach to the
is still that we work very hard, our efforts
delivery of the BER program was different
and abilities are more obviously
to other managing contractors. Hansen
recognised, which is a credit to the
Yuncken engaged subcontractors directly,
managers and the executives, who are
managing 2.5 million man hours of works
very hands-on in the business.’
across the sites, while other managing
— Stuart Warnes, National Design Manager
contractors went out to smaller builders.
Our approach not only provided greater
value for money, it also gave us the
flexibility to work with the schools in
operating environments to achieve
the best outcomes.
We achieved a lot during those two
years, with the vast majority of works
being completed within 18 months.
We were first to get a project under
construction in NSW, and the first to
complete a project too. We were the first
managing contractor out of seven to get
all our planning approvals. So, we didn’t
cop the criticism that others did. In fact,
we delivered the program for approximately
10 per cent less than any other managing
contractor. We were able to really impress
government in the way we approached it
and what we achieved.’
— Matt O’Grady, Senior Project Manager

‘There is a real sense of
trust that gives employees
the confidence to apply
their talents, reach their
full potential and achieve
great outcomes.’
— Michael Parkes, Systems Innovation Manager

Above: Branca Vasin,
Project Coordinator on
the Royal Victorian Eye
and Ear Hospital .
Right: Milinko Vukicevic,
Leading Hand/Labourer
on the specialist aged
care facility Scalabrini
Village in Drummoyne.
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Striking the Right Balance
There is no doubt that construction
management is a demanding career with
high expectations of employees at every
level. They need to have passion, drive,
a strong work ethic, and excellent
communication and collaboration skills.
They need to be robust and resilient, with
the ability to cope with extremely long hours
and an ever-changing range of skills and
demands. However, managers at Hansen
Yuncken recognise the importance of
balancing the high-pressure realities of
the job with a work environment of support,
encouragement, levity and fun.

‘The culture helps the company survive in
a tough industry. It comes from respecting
people’s time and understanding the
importance of everyone having a balanced
life. If you have a family, being there for
them is very important. With technology
you can always take work home and do
it after the kids are in bed. That’s what
I often do. There are times when the
pressure is on and we have to work hard
and late to get the task done. But when the
pressure isn’t so hot, go home. It’s being
balanced about it. I don’t encourage
people to stick around the office or site
just to impress people. It doesn’t impress
me. Ultimately it makes good business
sense anyway. Happy staff are engaged
and productive staff.’
— Richard Hansen, Director/
Victorian State Manager
‘Most people who haven’t worked in
construction don’t understand the
stresses. The pressure is considerable,
not just in terms of delivering a project,
but dealing with problems if something
goes wrong – particularly from a safety
perspective but also from a financial point
of view. You’ve got to be relatively robust
to work your way through that, and finding
ways of blowing off steam every now and
then is important. A lot of it’s just about
being spontaneous and giving people a bit
of freedom to have some fun.’
— Nick Luzar, NSW & ACT State Manager

Opposite: On site at
Scalabrini Village,
Project Manager Steve
Kogias (centre) shares a
joke with his team (from
left) Rita Hirani, Joel
Callaghan, Troy Morgan
and Alec Christofides.

‘Having an informal culture is important.
I try to keep away from corporate speak.
It’s boring and clichéd. We try hard to
create a sense of fun in the office. Of
course, some jobs are terrible and really
hard work, and you get some challenging
clients and it’s just a slog. But it’s still
important to enjoy your time at work,
to see the funny side, to have a laugh.
Life’s too short to be serious all the time.
Where we see great efforts or people
really working hard to build the confidence
of a client, we try to recognise that and
show appreciation. At the opposite end,
you try to make sure that it’s clear what is
unacceptable. People with high ambition
are great, but when that turns into selfish
behaviour or shameless self-promotion at
the expense of a team, you sound that out
and make it clear that is not the way we
operate. Over time, the collective
behaviour of an organisation reflects
the way the leaders behave.’
— Richard Hansen, Director/
Victorian State Manager
‘Hansen Yuncken is a positive place aiming
to provide a good experience and product
to clients. The company appreciates the
effects that the construction industry can
have on families and home life.’
— Michael Pratt, Contracts Administrator

‘Construction is an awkward game. It’s always
driven by milestones and programs and
deadlines, but we understand that people have
a life and they still need to be able to manage
that. Regionally I think we do that really well.’
— Jason Cox, Hume Regional Manager
Culture
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Education & Training

‘The company has always had a strong focus
on supporting the education of construction
professionals. In the early days, everyone came
to construction through the trades. Dad was
the first person at Hansen Yuncken with an
academic qualification (from RMIT) as an
alternative to apprenticeship. Dad has always
been very supportive of RMIT and the University
of Melbourne, and now Deakin. It’s a two-way
street – we’re providing opportunities, but also
making sure that the education standards meet
our requirements, and helping make sure we
are getting graduates with valuable skills.’
— Louise Hansen, Director/Business Development Manager

For many years Hansen Yuncken has
supported the professionalisation of the
building industry through courses at
universities around the country. Supporting
education opens doors for both students
and Hansen Yuncken. For students, the
awards, prizes and cadetships provide early
important steps on their path to a career; for
the company, it’s a chance to get to know the
best and brightest of the coming generation.
Hansen Yuncken has supported courses
at the University of Melbourne, the University
of NSW, the University of Newcastle and the
University of SA. The company supports TAFE
students, for example through the Caroline
Chisholm Education Fund at the Chisholm
Institute (Melbourne), to encourage students
with a TAFE or apprenticeship background to
continue their higher education. Hansen
Yuncken also offers a scholarship with the
University of Technology, Sydney.  
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Peter Hansen has taken a keen interest
in the University of Melbourne’s Bachelor of
Construction and was an Adjunct Professor
at the University of Newcastle until late 2017.
The course at the University of Melbourne
was established with the active support of
the previous generation – Frank and Clarence
Hansen, along with other builders in
Melbourne, financed the Chair of Building
at the outset of the program.
As part of the continuing engagement
and support of the University of Melbourne
building course, Hansen Yuncken awards
an annual scholarship. First given in 1990,
the prize was established in memory of
Peter’s son Michael, who was in his second
year of the building degree when he died after
a long illness. The Hansen Yuncken Prize –
initially funded by the firm, students and staff
of the Faculty – is awarded to a student
entering the fourth year of the building

course (now the Masters of Construction
Management), who has achieved excellent
results in the previous years and performed
with distinction in the practical year or its
equivalent. In a nice twist, the first prize was
awarded to Nick Reid, an old school friend
of Michael’s who he had encouraged to do
the building degree.
Ron Beslich was also committed to
the training and education of young people.
In the 1980s, in conjunction with an industry
group, he established the NSW Skill Centre,
the forerunner for the Master Builders
Apprentice Training schemes. Despite
his own trade-based training, Ron was
passionate about the development and
education of the ‘building professional’
and his leadership as National President of
the Australian Institute of Building saw the
strengthening of a number of universities
offering a building degree.

Right: Director Louise
Hansen with 2016
Caroline Chisholm
Education Fund
Scholarship holder
Danielle Shedden.

‘In South Australia, we’ve always had a
heavy training component. This included
starting a graduate program, and for the
last ten years we’ve offered scholarships.
Many of the very good current people we
have working for us came through this
program – they develop an understanding
of the culture of the business, the way we
want to run it, and they understand all the
systems. That type of training is a vital
part of the future of the company.’
— Peter Salveson, CEO

‘We have well-established networks with
major universities across the country.
As well as driving a successful graduate
program, this opens up opportunities for
research and development programs,
student focus groups and lecturing.
Our commitment to education includes
Indigenous training programs and TAFE,
as well as contributing to primary and
secondary school programs. In South
Australia, our relationship with the
University of South Australia led to
a 12-month scoping study for the
implementation of ICT works on the
new Royal Adelaide Hospital. This gave
students opportunity to work on an
exercise with practical benefits to the
construction industry, while providing
us with knowledge and tools that could
be utilised on our future projects.’
— Sian Dodd, National
Communications Manager

‘We support education in many different
ways. This includes a long-term graduate
intake program, scholarships across the
tertiary sector and a large array of training
initiatives. For example, in Victoria Hansen
Yuncken sponsors students through the
Caroline Chisholm Education Fund at
Chisholm Institute, which provides
education opportunities for those going
through hardship, and at the University
of Melbourne we support a scholarship
for students who display initiative and
enthusiasm during the practical year out
as well as academic excellence.’
— Michael Wilkinson, Business
Development Manager
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Cadet, Undergraduate & Graduate Programs
Hansen Yuncken continues to value training
future leaders. Dedicated programs identify
and mentor young people to help develop
the skills required for a modern construction
business. In the early days, it was building
trade apprentices. Today, the focus is on
building and engineering undergraduates,
but the fields have widened, including design
and services-based disciplines.

‘I’ve got a pretty strong view on education
‘Whatever the era, the training problem
and the place that industry plays in it. If
remains the same – providing structured
I’m not training the person who’s going to
training, transferring knowledge from
replace me in five or ten years’ time then,
crusty old site managers, and allowing
ultimately, where’s the industry going to
young people to demonstrate the
be? I think we forget that sometimes.
difference they can make. In the earlier
The reality is cadets are also an
years, the skills were best learnt on the
incredibly effective resource. They’re
job. Today, with the specialised university
young, they’re vibrant, they’re energetic
courses directed by industry, graduates
and they’ll do whatever you ask them to
have skills that enable them to be jobdo. And they’ve got a brain. They are highly
ready. This is typically within the emerging
intelligent people, not just two hands and
fields of digital technologies. Today, we
can place a graduate within a site team and two feet. They’ve got a brain and they
have a real drive to be part of the industry.
they not only learn, but they also
So, you get the opportunity to work with
teach. The use of technology means that
this fantastic person and show them things
the skills of young people are valued and
and impart some knowledge. They will
respected. Hansen Yuncken continues
often do the work of three people. They’re
its legacy of training good people, and
so energetic. I don’t understand why, as an
remains clear that this is the pathway to a
industry, we don’t do it more.
strong and progressive building company.’
In NSW we’ve got about 17 cadets at
— David Beslich, Executive Director/Chairman
the moment, and we try to bring two new
cadets into the business every six months.
There are many ways to do it. We typically
take third and fourth year students and
they work when they’re not at uni. We also
do summer experience. The plan is to cycle
them through numerous roles during their
cadetship. First, they work with the
business development team so they
understand how a tender goes together.
Then they go onto the projects and they’ll
do some work in contracts administration
and safety and supervision. By the time
they’ve finished the two-year process
they have a bit of an understanding of
how everything goes together.
Most of them stay on with Hansen
Yuncken and often become permanent
employees. Occasionally you get someone
who’s just not cut out for the industry,
but it’s pretty rare.’
— Nick Luzar, NSW & ACT State Manager

Left: Foreman Troy
Morgan and Project
Engineer Rita Hirani
were integral members
of the team on the
Scalabrini Village
project in Drummoyne.
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Far left: Matt Cadle
(centre) recognises
the value in offering
work opportunities to
students. Also pictured
is Tasmanian State
Manager Bruce Maher
(foreground).
Left: Kellie Sullivan
began working with
Hansen Yuncken while
still at university, and
was offered a full-time
position at the end of
her studies.
Photos: Adam Gibson
(far left) and Rosie
Hastie (left)

‘I joined the HY trade apprentice training
program after I left school and spent four
years doing my trade. There were some
great guys to learn from and some great
projects I was involved in. Whilst the
training in knowing how to build was good,
the industry and HY are changing. I have
since recognised the skills I need are now
more aligned to managing people and
projects – dealing with subcontractors
and administrating contracts. I made the
decision to undertake the Construction
Management Degree course. So, after four
years of trade training and five years of
doing my degree part-time, I think I am
pretty much trained for this industry.
But, you know, I don’t think I will ever stop
learning to solve the challenges that get
thrown at you.’
— Josh Beslich, Project Engineer

‘Providing undergraduates and graduates
with work experience opportunities works
for both Hansen Yuncken and the students.
The work experience provides students
with an opportunity to get to know us and
for us to get to know them. Both parties
are then in a position to make a more
informed decision about future
employment. Many have decided that
Hansen Yuncken is the company for them
and have gone on to excel in their role.
That first experience on site is really
important in terms of building confidence,
starting to build a professional network,
setting work habits and work ethics that
stay with you. We only take on students
in Tasmania when we know we have
work opportunities that can provide a
meaningful introduction to the industry.
We made a conscious decision to create
positions for students on projects like
MONA and Parliament Square.
The majority of undergraduates in
Tasmania come from engineering or
architectural backgrounds. Both bring
skills that are important to our business
but students need to make a decision
about pursing a design-oriented career
or a design/project management career
path with Hansen Yuncken. Some have
come and enjoyed the work experience
but elected to move back into the design
side of life. Some have come and stayed.
Regardless, I think all of them have had
good undergraduate experiences with us
and become advocates of HY in the wider
industry. I know we’ll cross paths again.’
— Matt Cadle, Operations Manager

‘The Hansen Yuncken Undergraduate
Program provided me with hands-on
practical experience in the construction
industry, giving me the opportunity to
assimilate theoretical knowledge,
obtained through my university studies,
with real world applications. I believe
that a key source of learning is to learn
from those who are already experienced
within the industry. Hansen Yuncken
has an experienced team with a wealth
of knowledge, who are happy to support
me in the development of my career.
Hansen Yuncken encourages personal
career development from the onset in a
well-structured environment. Through the
Undergraduate Program, I had the privilege
of gaining exposure to many facets of
the industry including procurement,
administration, estimating, design
management and Green Star.
Being exposed to so many integral
roles within the company allowed a natural
progression to find my area of interest,
so that I could make an informed decision
about my career path.
At the end of my undergraduate
studies, I had the opportunity to continue
on with Hansen Yuncken full-time as a
graduate. My time as an undergraduate
not only gave me a great launching pad
for my career but also made the choice
easy when it came to choosing between
a purely design-oriented career path or a
design/project management career path
at the construction face.
As a graduate, I have had the
opportunity to continue to develop my
technical knowledge as well as my
leadership skills in a challenging and
rewarding environment. I look forward
to seeing what the future holds.’
— Kellie Sullivan, Graduate Engineer
Culture
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Leadership & Opportunity

Identifying and grooming future leaders has
always been a priority for Hansen Yuncken.
A quick glance at the company history reveals
that age is no obstacle to career advancement.
Potential is recognised and opportunities
are offered as they arise. Then, it’s up to the
individual to take the leap. Many senior
people started off in the company as young
apprentices or graduates, and have enjoyed
a rapid career trajectory, meeting each
challenge as it presents itself.
‘Someone can have a wealth of experience,
but that’s not as important as character,
personality and intelligence. They’ve got
to be bright. They’ve got to be enthusiastic.
They’ve got to be a go-getter.’
— Peter Hansen, Director/former Chairman

‘Hansen Yuncken spends time and
effort teaching and training young
people. That is what we are all
about – trying to pass knowledge
onto the younger generation, giving
them opportunities to move ahead.
This is what we do.’
— Bill Robinson, Construction Manager

Above: Bill Robinson
joined the Shepparton
office in 1969, aged 16,
and retired in 2017.
He is seen here with
colleagues from
regional Victoria.
From left: Jason Cox,
Brent Sinclair, Matt
Ledger, Bill Robinson
and David Stamm.
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‘I hear a lot of people saying, “you can’t get
site engineers like you used to” or “the kids
coming out of uni don’t know anything”.
I was dumb as dog poo when I left
university. I think we have this habit of
forgetting that we learn through our
experiences on the job. We are not just
an organisation that delivers projects
for clients; we’re also a training facility.
And the minute you walk away from that
and you lose that connection, it affects
your culture. You can’t ever forget that
part of our role in the industry is to train
the leaders of the future.’
— Nick Luzar, NSW & ACT State Manager
‘I learnt a lot from sitting almost next door
to the CEO Peter Kennedy in my early years
at the company, and from Tony Swan. It
was invaluable. Peter is a very talented,
very dedicated person. He and Tony were
very big on training and on giving people
skills. I’m sure my learning curve, both in
terms of business and professionally,
wouldn’t have been anywhere near as
quick as it was without them.’
— Peter Salveson, CEO

‘The culture at Hansen Yuncken is about
understanding and providing equal
opportunity to all staff. Any person with
the required talent and right attitude
to succeed will not be disappointed
working at HY.’
— Leo Maria, Project Manager

National Leadership Development Program
Leadership training and career development
is approached in an informal way at Hansen
Yuncken, with unofficial mentoring an
everyday part of life in the workplace.
Today, this is reinforced with a range of
more formal opportunities for leadership
and management training at the company.
Hansen Yuncken has run a National
Leadership Development Program every
year since 2013. The program is designed
to develop the leadership and management
capabilities of selected employees, while
engaging them directly in the company
business strategy.

‘The HY Leadership Development Program
was a great experience. It helped me to
have one-on-one training and fine-tune
my leadership skills. The main highlight
of the workshop was in bringing together
people from the different states, to
understand individual perspectives and
work towards a common goal. It provided
a unique opportunity to share knowledge
with interstate colleagues. Plenty of
workable solutions were made available
to take home and test in a practical sense.
There was an opportunity to analyse
and develop new projects that could
influence how we deliver construction
jobs in the future, providing a freedom of
expression and a sense of ownership in
company policies and procedures. I think
it’s the kind of training that would benefit
every employee at management level.’
— Leo Maria, Project Manager

‘The Leadership Program identifies key
people from different parts of the business
who are really driven and keen to manage
and lead teams to achieve great results,
whether it’s managing projects or
managing administration or project
procurement. There are all sorts of great
people involved.
The idea of the program is to crosspollinate the ideas and the smarts and
the approach to how we can do business.
It captures a lot of the motivation and
spirit within the company about how we
do things, how we can resolve things and
how we can support each other. It also
gives us an opportunity to really get to
know other people within the business,
and to see that it isn’t just a unique
environment here in NSW. There are a
lot of great people doing some amazing
things right across the business.
Part of the program was to develop
an initiative and present it back to the
executive on the last day. Our group had to
envisage something innovative that could
be implemented across the company.
An example of an excellent idea that
was developed by one of the teams on the
program is the Lessons Learnt initiative,
which you see on the front page of HYway.
Across the business, in every state, we
are capturing the lessons learnt on a
variety of projects and providing papers
so that everyone across the business
can share and learn from other projects
and experiences.’
— Matt O’Grady, Senior Project Manager

Far left: The 2017
National Leadership
Development Program
connected people from
around the country.
Left: For Leo Maria,
sharing knowledge with
interstate colleagues
was a program highlight.
Photos: Aran Anderson
(far left), Rosie Hastie
(left)
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‘The culture reflects the people the
company has attracted and retained.
They are respected, experienced,
have integrity and share knowledge.
The company supports their people with
appropriate systems and technology,
and offers real opportunities for personal
growth and career enhancement.’
— Michael Wilkinson, Business Development Manager
Culture
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